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Instead	of	a	single	letter	from	the	editor	like	we	usually	do,	we	as	an	editorial	team	agreed	to	each	write	a	letter	
responding	to	the	election	to	make	the	politics	of	BPL	Press	clear	and	reaffirm	our	commitments	to	what	this	press	

means to us on a larger scope.

I leave my friends just before Trump wins Florida because I reside in a bubble. I reside 
in a predominantly white, gentrified, liberal mountain-bunny town, and zooming in presents 
my personal community of writers and activists, all of who fight however they can to protect 
America from terror. In other words, I leave because I’m still convinced there’s no way. But there 
is a way, and I spend the night alone crying into my couch as my friends huddle on the kitchen 
floor swigging whiskey. I deprive myself of even that story: being surrounded by the ones I love 
when it happens. They sure find a way to bring it up every time the whole lot of us hangs out, 
but I understand why. Together they reach a consensus to let that night forever be the lowest 
point, and now they will rise from it, fighting. It bodes easier to act on a low point when its 
location and temperament are agreed upon. I, however, driven by my introvert nature, spend 
the night alone and thus do not have a clue as to the location of my lowest point or its mood. 
The next night we all gather at a local bar to ask what now? and with open-mic-night light guitar 
strumming in the background, my mind grasps and gasps because surely I must have friends in 
low places. I leave in need of air. 

I come up with the 2016 Election Anthology project in order to pin down my lowest point. The 
submissions read for the anthology carry an air of urgency that cannot be satiated by anything 
less than a majority vote. In these urgent voices, I find my consensus, the one that says, start 
here, build up. Publications by presses such as the Birds Piled Loosely provide a form for this 
climb. The state of the country is very much a moving target, and maybe there’s a peaceful bow-
and-arrow specialist out there who won’t miss. Issue 10 has been deemed by the editors “the 
sexy issue” due to pieces’ entering the much needed conversation about sexuality, which shines 
brightly in the wake of this election (either as fire or alarm). I want to thank the contributors 
for sharing something that could be considered faux pas by the larger audience. I will never 
apologize for sexually explicit expression, and I hope none of you will either. After all, just like 
every MFA program in the country needs a “sexy” name to draw new students (and their tuition 
money), every publication needs a “sexy” issue, albeit for a different reason: to demand we talk 
about things, even if they are “private” or “difficult” !!!

I also want to thank the contributors for staying true to the(ir) craft, to this loyal niche we call 
art. Maybe someday I won’t be compelled to call it a niche. 

—Karolina Zapal

There are things that exist that no one likes to put words to. Once you give it a word – once 
you sound it out – it all of a sudden becomes real. Through the years, I’ve been able to grip 
these words, the sounds they make, and use them as strength to fight evil. From embracing 
my grade school insults against the way I looked to owning and proudly identifying with the 
chants toward my partners and I, I always thought that whatever they throw at me, is now 
mine to use against them.

It’s been some time, but I can’t seem to pull my lips into those words, that name. When 
your favorite shirt gets a hole in it, you’re forced to find new ways to wear, repair or toss the 
shirt depending on the size of the gap, the strength of the cold wind. What happens when the 
shirt is torn from your backbone and left in strips at your feet? What happens when you don’t 
know what happened, only that there is a big mess of uncertainty, anxiety, pain and fear? Here 
I am staring at the scraps of what was supposed to be a turning point for a better future. The 
scraps turn into text message words asking what we’re going to do and how we will possibly 
survive when the silent now screaming majority says ‘get out’ says ‘leave’ says ‘unnatural’ 
says ‘die’. 

I wring my hands and breathe deep everyday as I become numb to the flashing news 
before me. Innocent murdered, taken, lost or voluntarily disconnected. What brings me the 
most discomfort is the lack of surprise when another one happens; another attack, another 
violent outburst, another take, another death, another violation of basic human rights. 

To all of the other givers out there: we’ve got you. Rest your wings and fly again when the 
ashes stop falling so fiercely. Venture out to feed when the Astroturf turns back into grass and 
when worms move back to where they belong. Soar amongst the clouds – go far and wide – 
when the air has less anger, less blind rage. We’ve got you for now. Find refuge in these pages 
and know that there are so many more people who feel the way you do. This flock will not fall, 
this gaggle will not break.

—Nicole Letson
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First thing noticed: no surprise. I knew, but did not speak it. As if saying it would lay blame 
at my feet in one neat garden of hot coals.

Everyone the day after is smoldering: anger, shame, devastation. Friends unsure how to 
face their students the morning after. One colleague says, “For some of us it’s like 9/11 all 
over again, but some of them this is like winning the Superbowl.” I walk in my classroom. I 
tell my students our personal lives aren’t spiders we need to keep from sneaking under the 
door. That we are all dragging a net of stones today—shadows heavy. I ask them to write on 
the chalkboard the first emotion they feel when they hear the words, “President Trump.” One 
students says, “All these idiots who voted for him–” but I cut her off. Women with bachelor 
degrees voted him in, Latino men voted him in, and poor people who felt abandoned to rural 
America voted him in. I tell them, “You can’t disown half a country.” We are responsible. We 
are the ones who let fascism take root in this country, we were the ones who let them name 
themselves “the alt right.” Here reader: look at them throw fascist salutes to Trump. Even if you did not 
vote him in, we all need to recognize ourselves in a greater struggle.

I walk back to my department’s offices. I’m texting a friend, making time to meet her 
at bar downtown. A black lesbian woman, she does not feel safe going to campus today. 
When I see her, she’s already on her second pint of beer. I sip a shot of bourbon. We talk 
until my boyfriend begins to panic, so I leave there to console him. I realize how my body is 
a bridge for those still needing to cross this realization. My privilege distances me from this 
trauma, lets me work to console and heal. I pick Eli up, we go to campus. I’m still checking 
in on people: texting my 14 year-old sister who made the mistake of being queer and born in 
Oklahoma. I ask every female colleague I know if they are alright. I have not slept since a nap 
yesterday evening at six. I go to a meeting of faculty and graduate students of color to show 
my solidarity. I listen to their stories. Fears of families being deported, fears of new internment 
camps being erected since it is still legal to do so. Conversion therapy. I cannot even pretend to 
hold back tears. But this is the world we live in. We cannot afford to not act.

This magazine me and Nicole started is one I’ve always been cautious about making overt 
political overtures, recognizing the problem of white editors curating an issue of marginalized 
voices or the risk of asking for someone from a less privileged position to do this work for free 
when I am fully aware of what it means to run and spend money on a magazine that makes no 
money when you already live below the poverty line. However, neutrality, like Dr. King said, 
is a tacit support of the oppressor.

What can a journal do? It can push the lived experience of authors. Even the fictions 
authors make can make theory out of their flesh. Just like my students in the classroom, we 
drag our own nets to our writing every day. We must give people the chance to speak back to 
power. I cannot disown the America that voted for a country one step closer to fascism, for a 

candidate endorsed by the KKK and neo-nazi groups. These people are galvanized by the win. 
They will, they have leapt out and attacked people now that they think this is their America 
again. Not all of those voters are those people, though. Some of those voters were my father, 
my grandmother, aunts and uncles. They voted without knowing the consequence. Which is 
why the lives represented by this Press matter. We need to push those narratives into the lives 
of people unaware of them. We need contributors who voted for Trump to see for themselves 
the devastation they’ve brought on the people they share a spread with in our magazine. Any 
and every mind we may change matters. Every push against oppression, because the enemy of 
freedom is always driving back against us, too. So from now on, this fucking flock of birds is 
going to push back.

—Johnathan McClintick

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1o6-bi3jlxk
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OVERCODING BALLET
 by Katherine LaRue

There are two buildings. The space between the buildings is
the center of a machine. The buildings are the machine’s wings
opening and closing for years without flying. The space
between the buildings is a canyon & the canyon between the
buildings is being filled with furniture thrown from apartments
that make up each building. It’s a tidal wave paused, taking up
as much possible space between the buildings. Every piece of
furniture is a chair, legs jumbling and wood cracking mid-
collision. Now instead of chairs the canyon is filled with
clothes. Woman’s dresses. A deluge of dresses the wind
doesn’t have strength or time to carry and discard. Ball gowns
& a flurry of delicate chemise. Dresses that button down the
middle. Uniforms. Cotton, silk, taffeta. They sail out the
windows before settling in the alley below, an accumulation of
styles and fabric. Each falling dresses resembles a
hummingbird, each a particular species of a hummingbird. A
falling recitation of beautiful name: Ruby-throated,
Magnificent, Lucifer, Calliope. An inevitable violet exodus.
Cruelty is implicit. Each a small engine, the sword of their
beaks whisking the air. Each vibration a small purring wound,
every wound you’ve worried for too long, touched without
thinking, and made worst because you were absentminded
your fingers straying to the corner of your mouth, the back of
your knee. Who else noticed? Did they care? The wounds keep
falling on top of each other. The wounds are their own
wounds. What of the women in the buildings? The women
who threw their dresses out windows framed by fire. The
women burn inside the building naked, without chairs.

HYPOTHERMIA
 by Cali Kopczick

This is the closest to Alexandria you have come since the sun
set your diary on fire. You have no days left as a woman.
The paint you put on your skin is as cold as an untouched Ferris wheel.
In the thermal snapshot you are a bruise. You try to be tender.
You carve faces into food, weep dishes clean, and know why.
You keep an almond in your palm and wait for it to turn invisible.
Nothing can have prepared cyanide for smelling like the moon.
This water goes down for whalelengths, heat and color lost with every breach.
Each cough takes so long to travel. By the time you let them know you are cold, you are gone.
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HADES
 by Paul Kavanagh

HADES is not what it used to be says Kowwowski. We have talks like this 
sometimes. It used to be Hell says Kowwowski but now it is more Disney than 
Disney says Kowwowski. The passion Kowwowski has for Disney is pure hatred. 
Kowwowski blames Disney for all the sins of the world. Kowwowski wants to live 
in a world where there is no Disney and Hades is Hell once again. Kowwowski is 
a big man. He has big hands. Kowwowski breathes loudly. His halitosis fogs up 
my glasses. The halitosis steals the taste of my coffee.  I sometimes, most of the 
time, feel like I am in Hades when I am with Kowwowski. It is me that supplies 
the cigarettes; it is me that buys the coffee. I have to drink coffee with Kowwowski 
because Kowwowski hates the sight of tea. Don’t order tea says Kowwowski. I 
hate coffee, the taste, the smell, the bitter aftertaste, but Kowwowski’s halitosis 
steals the taste of the coffee. Nobody goes to Hades anymore says Kowwowski 
once upon a time everybody went to Hades says Kowwowski. I have been having 
cigarettes and coffee with Kowwowski for twenty three years and listening to 
Kowwowski talk and his halitosis has been fogging up my glasses. In that time 
Kowwowski has been married three times. Kowwowski is rude to the waitress. I 
don’t know if Kowwowski means to be rude to the waitress but he is rude to the 
waitress and I do nothing. Kowwowski is rude to waitress.  Kowwowski barks at 
the waitress. Death is still with us says Kowwowski we all die says Kowwowski 
and he gulps down his coffee and breathes loudly and fogs up my glasses. The 
dead no longer go to Hades says Kowwowski and I follow him outside and hand 
him a cigarette and light the cigarette. We smoke. Kowwowski blows his smoke in 
my face. He positions me so that the wind, the rain, the hail, the snow, the sun does 
not disturb his smoking of the cigarette I handed to me and lit.

Heracles &Theseus & Odysseus & Aeneas all took trips to Hades says 
Kowwowski their coming and going had a devastating effect on Hades says 
Kowwowski. Kowwowski’s first wife left because Kowwowski would not stop 
touching other women. Back then you had to pay to go to Hades says Kowwowski 
you used an obol, an obol is a coin, you got the coin on your deathbed, you had to 
be dead says Kowwowski family members placed the obol on the eyes of the dead 
says Kowwowski.  Kowwowski’s second wife left because Kowwowski always had 
to have the last word. Kowwowski’s second wife had thoughts of suicide because 
Kowwowski always had to have the last word. Heracles &Theseus & Odysseus 
& Aeneas did not have to experience death to go to Hades says Kowwowski they 
slit the throats of animals and poured libations on the ground. The performance of 
Franz Liszt’s A Symphony to Dante’s Divine Comedy is a distant memory. I paid 
for the tickets. Only Kowwowski would go to the performance of Franz Liszt’s 
A Symphony to Dante’s Divine Comedy with me. Only Kowwowski was asked 

and only Kowwowski said yes even though Kowwowski hates Franz Liszt’s A 
Symphony to Dante’s Divine Comedy because Kowwowski hates all music. 
Aristophanes mocked Hades by having frogs croak down there says Kowwowski. 
My ex-wife thought Kowwowski had the appearance and mannerisms of a bullfrog. 
I have never told Kowwowski that my wife called Kowwowski a bullfrog.  He’s 
voice is croaky like a bull frog said my wife. Little Greek boys like to insert straws 
into frogs’ anuses and blow them up like balloons until they pop like balloons says 
Kowwowski. 

I sip my coffee. I listen to Kowwowski.  Kowwowski is rude to the waitress. 
I want to say to Kowwowski the performance of Franz Liszt’s A Symphony to 
Dante’s Divine Comedy was rather good I want to say to Kowwowski but I don’t. 
I listen to Kowwowski being rude to the waitress and I say nothing. Hades is 
easy to find says Kowwowski the entrance to Hades is at Avernus, a crater near 
Cumae, Italy says Kowwowski. The waitress looks distressed. For twenty two 
years Kowwowski worked at a fish mongers. Kowwowski still reeks of fish. The 
oil is in my bones said Kowwowski proudly speaking about the smell emanating 
from him. For twenty one years Kowwowski made me eat fish. I hate the taste, the 
smell, the texture of fish.  

Andrea De Jorio drew a map says Kowwowski it is a beautiful map, the map 
shows you how to get to Hades, and unintentionally, how to get back from Hades 
says Kowwowski. I order two more coffees. We are cold. You now can jump on 
a bus and the bus will drop you off at the mouth of the crater says Kowwowski 
Hades for Andrea De Jorio, you do not know him, was a side project, he was more 
interested in the body, he is considered the first ethnographer of body language 
says Kowwowski.  Kowwowski is rude to the waitress. The Renaissance painter, 
Karlus Zožičević painted the interior of Hades says Kowwowski Vasari mentions 
Karlus Zožičević only once and it is a footnote and it mocks him, Karlus Zožičević 
painted a marvelous Annunciation Vasari writes, one of the best he had ever seen, 
a peer with Leonardo da Vinci’s Annunciation, but Karlus Zožičević painted the 
Virgin on the left and the Angel on the right says Kowwowski.  Kowwowski’s 
third wife left him because he would not stop touching women and he always 
had to have the last word. Kowwowski hates women. Kowwowski wants a locker 
room world. Kowwowski thinks Hades no Hell something like Hades or Hell 
was created to house women. It is reported that Karlus Zožičević violated a nun 
says Kowwowski.  My ex-wife said you get less for murder said my ex-wife to 
me while Kowwowski pulled and pushed me and shouted down my earhole. 
There are rumors that he violated a monk says Kowwowski. I cannot number the 
neuroses and prejudices I told my wife but soon to be my ex-wife. My wife soon 
to be ex-wife said to me he is rubbing off on you said my wife soon to be ex-wife 
to me. Kowwowski says Karlus Zožičević was a terrible gambler and drug addict 
says Kowwowski to me and I nod my head as I did when Kowwowski said to me 
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your wife is no good you can do better. These vices and the Annunciation brought 
him to the attention of Pope Alexander VI says Kowwowski still talking about 
Karlus Zožičević Kowwowski no longer talks about my ex-wife Kowwowski hates 
women Kowwowski is rude to the waitress and a woman sitting at the next table 
reading a book. The Pope did not believe in Heaven and Hell says Kowwowski 
he believed in Elysium and Hades, he commissioned Karlus Zožičević to paint 
Hades, as with most Popes says Kowwowski after being rude to the woman sitting 
at the next table reading a book Pope Alexander VI believed that the apocalypse 
would take place the day after his death says Kowwowski to me after being rude 
to the woman sitting at the next table reading a book the painting had to show 
Hades the day after the apocalypse s Pope Alexander VI wanted a painting to keep 
him on the straight and narrow in his final years says Kowwowski he was plagued 
with concupiscence. I hand Kowwowski a cigarette and light the cigarette that I 
handed to Kowwowski and I say to Kowwowski that I have to go home soon but 
Kowwowski laughs and says nobody is waiting at home for you your wife left you 
last month says Kowwowski and he pulls on the cigarette and blows the smoke 
in my face.  The Pope says Kowwowski had lived a life of debauchery and sin but 
knowing he was close to death he renounced debauchery and confessed his sins 
says Kowwowski Karlus Zožičević known on the streets of Rome and Milan as 
Karlus the Sycophant painted Hades for Pope Alexander VI in a matter of months 
says Kowwowski what he depicted was not some caldron of fire and damnation 
but a Garden of Earthly Delights says Kowwowski. I order coffee. Kowwowski is 
rude to the waitress. Karlus Zožičević omitted all the men except one, the one male 
looked a lot like Pope Alexander VI, Karlus the Sycophant showed the Pope in all 
his Priapean majesty says Kowwowski leering at the woman sitting at the next 
table reading a book and drinking coffee.  All the females were exaggerated says 
Kowwowski no two breasts were alike, no pair of nipples was the same color, and 
the brush strokes animated the pubic hair says Kowwowski this greatly pleased 
the moribund Pope Alexander VI says Kowwowski after leering at the woman at 
the next table reading a book and drinking coffee.  Stirred by the painting says 
Kowwowski the sequelae returned tenfold, he abandoned piety and submerged 
headfirst into a sea of debauchery hitherto unknown says Kowwowski  it was all 
the painting’s doing.  When Kowwowski laughs Kowwowski’s laughter leaves 
nothing untouched. It soils all. The woman sitting at the next table stands up and 
leaves when Kowwowski starts to laugh. The painting was placed at the foot of 
the bed says Kowwowski a candle burnt perpetually under the painting says 
Kowwowski a priest was given the task to make sure the flame never went out says 
Kowwowski the poor priest had to watch a busy bed with nubile boys and girls 
hopping in and out says Kowwowski. I pay for the coffees we have consumed. I 
want to apologize to the waitress but if I did Kowwowski would mock me. We leave 
the café. We walk to my car. During this time it is gossiped that Karlus Zožičević 

killed two men says Kowwowski fathered four children, married two prostitutes, 
wrote a book of love poems that sounded similar to Guido Guinizelli, wrote a book 
about going to the moon and Venus (plagiarizing Lucian of Samosata), and did not 
accomplish one painting says Kowwowski. I drive my car. Kowwowski tells me 
how to drive me car. Kowwowski lives on the periphery of the city. Kowwowski 
hates the city. Pope Alexander VI died says Kowwowski his body wasted away, 
his mind finally defeated, while excommunicating the Devil Karlus Zožičević 
says Kowwowski he had found out that Karlus Zožičević was a plagiarist and 
a trickster says Kowwowski he had not painted Hades, it was a joke, a mockery, 
his daughter on a return trip to Spain came across the original Hieronymus Bosch 
and quickly informed her father about his favorite painting says Kowwowski. 
Lucrezia Borgia returned to Rome and dispatched Karlus Zožičević to Hades with 
enough poison to kill the whole College of Cardinals says Kowwowski. I park 
the car. I follow Kowwowski into his house. Kowwowski’s big dogs attack me. 
Kowwowski laughs while his big dogs attack me. Please stop them attacking me I 
say to Kowwowski. Caravaggio says Kowwowski while exiled in Valletta, Malta 
was commissioned to paint Karlus the Sycophant in Hades having his bunghole 
licked by a naked Pope Alexander VI says Kowwowskis sadly, Hitler’s Luftwaffe 
destroyed the painting, but we know of its existence because the Knights of Malta 
would hang the painting on the anniversary of Pope Alexander VI’s death and 
salute Karlus Zožičević the Iconoclast says Kowwowski while his big dogs attack 
me.  This is all true says Kowwowski.
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Topless Dream
Susan Yount
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mother of apocolypse
 by Courtney Leigh

oracle

the body lies flat—a slab of fat flowering into a cadaver
the body is the world plucked by its severed fingers
playing e part like the strings of an eerie harp
veins & tendons threading between bone mound & ravine

the body lies flat against the backdrop of a burning canyon
suspended in air—angel in omen, eyes plucked out
by crows perched high on her cankering cartilage
the angel is the world being blinded by her fowl

the angel is the body is the world being swallowed whole
by flames rising tall through the hands of an aspen tree
children of the body burn through to their screams
the angel is the body is the world is the mother

weeping from sockets to scarred navel & womb
the body backslides into tumultuous ground
losing dominion of its own little bodies
violently clamorous in its own mournful song—

the body is a drowning harpy bleeding over
residuum waters in death-cycle—they claim her
& bury her in the dark eye of the sea, she bloats
& chafes off bitter pieces for the fish to eat.

 

prophecy

my hero dwells in the scroll of my skin
her sculpted weapon, sweet lover’s hymn

i hum between shoulders, i stutter between e hot beat
pushing me further & further into the trembling earth

her head spins between my thighs
my voice carries softly into the night

i will weep for her when she drifts into
when death is inevitable, martyr is job title

is a promotion into the next life

i will weep when she drifts into the ravine

my hero is spirit, dwells on the cliff side
visits me in dreams—touches me w fire

opens me up like a red flower to devour
smoke clouds, my eyes swerve

in & out of a black sky high
i am opiated by her, i am stunned

in a motionless distance of flames
i come to & am Afterlife.
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revelation

in the expository, they hang angels like tags from their ears to their arms—celestial 
adornments so pretty people forget they mean death, mean bleak afterlife. the 
models themselves—demons drunk on the blood & gouging out their hearts to 
be thinner. they watch the world like a super bowl of fire, cackling between e 
human howl & at the moon for weeping w/o arms to save them. the moon is a 
wire-suspended god & she is hollowed out w regret. the moon is mother & her 
children are flailing in a pit of needles at her rump. politicians move the people 
on, too much sympathy for the moon could be catastrophic to their leaders—could 
cause moon coo amongst the people. at the wall of remembrance, e memory is 
rearranged by their superheroes. so much glory, so hard on icons the people forget 
what underwater beasts dwell in the basement of the expository. the crowd doesn’t 
notice as they stare upon the man jerking his fist to the air, e body slowly being 
picked off. one by one, powerful men are being pushed to the front of the crowd, 
to podiums boasting w toxicity, while the weak are fed to the creatures in the 
basement. the expository is a pendulum of loss, swinging between consequence & 
forgiveness, while the people suffer the sharp blade of its limbo.

 

vision

we’re having a potluck for the end of the world. i brought my eyes. i brought my 
melon baller. i’ll be making cocktails. satan brought a flashlight & a knife. he’ll be 
making jack o lanterns. i get to it on my knees. he cuts a hole in the back of my head. 
i scoop my eyes out into tiny martini glasses & i drink them. e one struggles down 
my throat & in to my holler. satan puts the flashlight through the hole of my head. 
the walls erupt with fire. every day is the end of the world in a southern gothic. 
every dark moment, a stain on every life taken, another enflamed city rages. the 
unclean burn the forest for its visions. & the anger that survives apocalypse will be 
the thing that devours us entirely.
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end of the world

get your gas mask on. we’re going easter egg hunting.

the one time a year when the radio-rabbits come to life.

they hide all the food in the stows of the charred forest.
we follow the glow trail of their paw prints, searching among
weeds & ash—they know we’ve lost

our sense of scent. we see nothing in the black woods but the glow

we hear the cracking of eggs below us

our stomachs are monsters, completely in control
of this deadly waltz through the woods & down
we fall through the moss cellars of hypnotic violence

& survival—this codependence among the backwoods glow.

we grow fangs, our bodies unstable, radio-rabid.

one night, you leave me in the middle of a restless sleep
bc you no longer trust yourself, no longer trust me—
egg stowed away in your dusty pocket & belly, more hungry.

in the confusion of glows in the darkness, my lover having fled,

my body, twisting gnarly & sore, clothes on the tore—

i begin to forget myself & feed on the violence.

i tear into the flesh that comes in blurs & blood scent
e one a reminder of the lover who abandoned me, e one
stuffing an egg into their pockets before they turn on me.

i am the world as a monster. i am the blood of the world as a monster.

i drift in a loop of endings & not one of them you’ve stayed in.

VANITAS
 by Tristan Foster

They fish for eels from the middle of the bridge over the brown river. The two 
men do this in silence. One man puts his rod down and takes a stale roll from his 
bag. He breaks it apart and lets the pieces drop into the river. It takes a moment, 
then, one by one, the pieces begin to disappear. Eels slink like mythical beasts 
just below the water’s surface. The two men smile at each other. Sad smiles. It’s 
cheating, doing that. That is the only rule, don’t bait the eels with bread. Today is 
different.

One man is the son of the other man. You can tell this by their matching slouch 
and the way they lean on the railing, watching the river pass, waiting for a tug on 
their lines. The older man fished for eels here with his own father, and that man 
fished for eels with his father, before there was a bridge over the brown river. The 
two men haven’t caught anything yet, even if they can sometimes see the eels, 
touch them, if they tried hard enough. They haven’t caught any yet, but catch one 
and then there’s the problem of what to do with it. If one of them hooks an eel, the 
other will leave his rod and help to reel it in while it flips and gasps like they are 
pulling the devil from hell. Catch one and there is the problem of where to gut it, 
of what to do with the guts, of bothering to fry the eel up or make eel soup. 

The younger man speaks. He talks about the human brain. Water running below 
their feet, rain in the clouds, their proximity to nature, the unthinking eel they 
are trying to catch — it was always going to lead inward. There are neurons that 
facilitate the entire human experience — consciousness, action, speech, emotion. 
All of it. How easily these neurons could do nothing at all. Both of these men, and 
likely the older man’s father, too, had made a comment when young, that the eel is 
a dumb creature. Stupid animal, they had each said one of the first times they hung 
over the river, hands ready to reel in a million eels. Then each older man corrected 
each boy. No, not a stupid animal, a single mind doesn’t mean stupid. They let 
silence settle and water pass. If they were stupid, each man said, why didn’t they 
catch two dozen of them when they came out? Each father then asked his son the 
same question. In the old times, people thought eels came from the ground. If they 
were dumb, do you think they’d have fooled us for so long? Each father ended 
the conversation with the same joke. I’ve shaved my whiskers a million times but 
I cut myself this morning. Do you think an eel has ever cut himself shaving his 
whiskers?

When the older man came with his father, they laid eels traps along the 
riverbed in case they didn’t catch any on the rod. Now the two men bring one 
trap. Sometimes they leave it behind, in the boot of the car. Today they left it 
behind altogether. Instead, they used the duffel bag to carry a canister containing 
the ashes of the older man’s father. At the end of the fish today, they will pour the 
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remains of the old man in and watch the river take it. Food for the river. Eel food. 
Because it’s what he would have wanted.

*

Everyone in the claustrophobic chamber is asleep except her. She thinks about 
the sky. She thinks about the sea. She thinks about the slow creep of the stingray 
along the ocean floor. She thinks about whales, submerged kilometres below her. 
Whales and their slow and haunting song. The whole universe is a dream.

She hasn’t checked the map all flight; it is in the corner of her eye anyway, 
replicated, even — some passengers have left it on to watch over them as they 
sleep. The man across the aisle is eye-patched and head slumped onto his chest. 
The cartoon plane on his map snakes over desert, around what she knows are 
countries at war, the safe avenues between them busy with aircraft shuttling people 
to and from their holidays and business meetings. Below, bombings, firefights 
in decaying streets, air-raid sirens. Up here, nothing — only planes loaded with 
people and cargo in a laborious effort to connect.

Flight makes her think of ritual. The things we do in the absence of a God. 
The things we do because we miss God but don’t realise. The baggage checks, the 
queuing, the waiting, the closeness. She thinks of her own rituals — of dunking her 
face into her palms filled with water every morning, first thing, and then studying 
her dripping face in the mirror by the dawn light. Is that even ritual? Or is that 
grooming and washing? Anyway, she doubts that ritual can save us.

When she was a child, her mother took her to a sleep therapist to treat her 
insomnia. The woman spoke in a soothing tone and held her gaze even when 
what she said was directed to her mother. The therapist told her that when she 
had trouble sleeping she should take a moment to get comfortable, to close her 
eyes and then, in her mind, group together her favourite things and list them out 
from one to five. If that didn’t work, shuffle the favourite things and give them a 
new order. The favourite could change, the lists could change. Favourite animals, 
favourite friends, favourite stories. It worked often. It also had the unintended 
consequence of giving her perspective, this ordering and reordering, on what 
mattered and what didn’t. Favourite things were fluid, flexible, temporal, childish. 
Without knowing it, the sleep therapist had opened a window for her onto the 
adult world. 

One. It being warm enough to stand on the balcony after sex and breathe in the 
night. 

Two. Music that perfectly complements the mood.
Three.

*

Parts of the restaurant are composed like an industrial sculpture. Concrete, 
wooden panels, black plains, marble. Women in red lipstick and white blouses 
buttoned to the neck rush plates between the tables. The light seems to be both 
just right and not enough. They both agree, a place like this can only exist at night. 

— Do you feel like you belong when you’re in a restaurant like this?
— Like what?
— I don’t feel like I belong when I’m in a restaurant like this.
Antony stares back.
— It’s hip, it’s fancy. Give it six or eight months and it’ll be gone. It’ll be a 

nightclub. They’ll be open for brunch and have a petting farm for kids on the street. 
I don’t know. I don’t come to places like this.

Antony blinks, slowly. His mouth takes the shape of the word before he speaks.
— We’ve been to places like this before, you and I. Fancier places. 
— But look at the people here.
They continue to stare at each other.
— Is it the people or is it the place?
— Did you see the prices?
— So it’s the cost.
He stops and licks his lips and half gestures at the room. He grimaces and, 

before answering, resettles in his chair.
— Well, it’s both. Isn’t it? They’re one and the same. The people are the place. 

They make the place. It’s why nobody will come here when the mothers with their 
strollers come for Sunday brunch. 

They both, for a moment, imagine this scene: poached eggs, neon juices, 
toddlers chasing chickens and pulling the ears of nanny goats. 

A waitress appears and tops up their wine with a gesture that is refined and 
makes explicit the seriousness of pouring wine. 

— Maybe they’re all having this same conversation.
— They’re not. Trust me. They probably want to. But they’re not. 
 He leans in, folds his hands on the table, eyes sparkling.
— So listen. I was standing across the street from this woman. There was 

something about her that caught my attention, but I can’t say what. Blonde hair, 
legs, the sun was on her, something. She is fidgeting, that’s what I notice. She is 
fidgeting, I can’t tell what with. I watch this, curious, trying to understand. While 
watching her I get the impression she is tall, taller than me, this tall blonde woman 
playing with her car keys or cigarette lighter or counting coins. It isn’t until we 
pass each other in the middle of the road that I see I am very nearly a full head 
taller than her. 

— What did she have? In her hands?
— I realised, then, that I do this. It’s what I do, shrink myself. And in every 
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way. I shrink myself by assuming everybody else is taller, bigger, older, wiser, 
stronger. Everything. Healthier, smarter, better. Harder. You see? I spent time in 
hospital as a kid. I had operations on my heart.

— The scars.
— Still there. There was a problem with a valve. I’ve told you. Anyway, the 

operation was simple, then it wasn’t. I don’t know, my mother tells the story. 
Maybe it goes back to then. Even talking about it makes my blood run cold. The 
thought of hospitals, their whiteness. My hands are shaking. It goes back to then 
and feeling like I’m weak and small and helpless. I’m stuck in that time, a kid 
forever. I chop myself at the knees for other people. 

He leans back. Antony sips wine.
— Maybe that’s not such a bad thing. 
— And I’m not a short person. I wouldn’t characterise myself as short. But 

it doesn’t matter. It’s as easily not that. It could be nothing and there’s no point 
picking through these things like they’re old cabinets. 

Their meals arrive; the waiter turns the dish in front of Antony so he sees it how 
it is meant to be seen and asks them to enjoy. 

— Good timing.
— Timing is good.
— I’ll give them that.
They look at each others plates: squid and a fish that isn’t still flicking its tail 

but is so fresh and delicately cooked that it could be.
— I didn’t realise you ordered seafood too.
Big red roe. Streaked sauces. Micro vegetables, a flower. Slices of lemon so fine 

they’re translucent. 
— See? Here’s what I mean. Is this sauce or is there another name for it? I don’t 

eat this. This place serves it, these people eat it. Take a photo first. It’s how it works.
Antony takes a photo of his dish then takes a photo of Terrence with their 

dishes in the foreground. He studies the photo of Terrence then slips his phone 
into his pocket.

— You look disgruntled. 
There are noises behind them, clattering and a curt exchange.
— I think I am disgruntled.
— You never used to be. What’s changed?
Antony says this but both of them have stopped paying attention to each other 

and are trying to see what is happening.
— Let go of me. Let go of me!
The woman is emphasising the go, repeating the go; Terrence twists even 

further in his seat to see. A table is jolted and people stand. A glass breaks and 
there is shouting. The diners hush and gasp. The roe on Terrence’s plate quivers 
like it is going to pop. 

A man and a woman, older, dressed in light greys, the woman in pearls, not 
the kind of people who belong in a place like this either, but for other reasons, are 
escorted to the front of the restaurant like naughty children. The waitresses reset 
the table and disperse. With that, it’s as if everyone else in the room has forgotten 
about them, even though they haven’t left, turning back to their meals. The couple 
stand in place and, quietly, argue. And argue and argue.
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IF YOU HAVE AN OX...
 by David Eingorn

“The true dads are against DADA.” Tristan Tzara, the “Dada Manifesto”

If you have an ox, yellow dreadlocks, shady sox, ballot billfolds, bilge, a threnody 
of despair, a heart like an open book, holes in your balcony, topiary problems, 
tired windows, stellar pipes, Vivaldi vivisections, SELF STORAGE, sharp 
metal air bags, toes nails, wafting clove cigarette smoke wind tunnels, cinder 
block castles, elliptical sideburns, original orangutans, fine Corinthian leather 
stock traders, parkway dolls with petit mort faces, tambourine doctors, yellow 
marigolds, orange marigolds, Happy the Elephant at the Bronx Zoo, Carl Sagan 
turtlenecks, Wordsworth wipers, smelly cat oaths, basement beef hearts, comma 
here, a light beige universe, decay after ripeness, Brooklyn Bridge, sure shot, 
whatnot, What? So…
 
If you have an ox, the Bible says, you cannot sleep with it, but you can eat its balls.

THREE LISTS
 by Claire Stamler-Goody

It’s everywhere. When there isn’t much going on, you think back to when you 
got so mad at your sister that you slapped her eyeball.  

You can mention radiators. Some make noise; some do not. The ones that 
make noise seem more human because they complain about working. Everyone 
complains about working at one time or another. The radiators that don’t make 
noise are like computers because they work without complaint. The only problem 
is that you can’t be certain they’ll work forever. The noisy ones get noisier when 
there’s a block in the pipe, right before they go cold. But the quiet ones just break 
without giving you a heads-up. This is why you trust people over machines. 

Your childhood bedroom’s ceiling looked like it was covered with tiny spikes of 
whipped cream. On a spot close to the light fixture, when you were laying down, 
the spikes stretched and curled into the face of a confident chipmunk. He was 
your superhero. But when you brought your nose to the light fixture, to see your 
superhero up close, he disappeared, another standard whipped cream spike like 
the other 40,000 that watched over you at night.  

When you were eight years old, your mother let one of her colleagues use you 
for an experiment. He wrote you letters as a sweet, pink-eyed fairy whose name 
you can’t remember. You picture this colleague (a short, hairy man named Max) 
when you hear about tiny ladies with wings or large boats that go back and forth 
and back again. Then you feel bad, because your mother always told you that the 
word “lady” is pejorative. Try though you may, you cannot eliminate “lady” from 
your vocabulary and still write and say it occasionally.

On the noses of three women in this room are shiny studs. On the feet of three 
men are large white tennis shoes, deliberately plain. You wonder if you should 
buy a pair of them. You have decided that you are “gender-blind” when it comes 
to clothing, and you vow not to tell anyone.

The remote control on your friend’s coffee table is smaller than the one in your 
childhood home. You and your sister never fought over the remote when you were 
little because you liked to watch the same shows. When you two were home alone, 
you made giant ice cream sundaes with chopped-up candy bars and crystallized 
organic honey. You made yourselves sick. When you were home alone without 
your sister, you watched music videos, obsessed with Rihanna’s body, which was 
so much longer and harder-looking than yours. You grabbed the fat on your belly 
and wondered if you could ever have a hot body. You still do this every three or 
four days.

You would like to count the eyelashes on your lover’s top eyelid in less than 
three seconds (any longer and you’d be staring) but you can’t. Nobody can. You 
think that there should be a case for everything: for your sunglasses, your spices, 
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your silences, and your financial papers. If you could, you would walk for sixteen 
hours every day. The worst part of your walk is the two-minute stretch during 
which you admit, heavy-footed, that you’re almost home.

***

It’s everywhere. It glares at you when men tap their middle fingers on top of 
their index ones to show that they’re really thinking about what you said.  

You agree with the true statement that “some people can’t stand the sound of 
human beings swallowing large amounts of liquid and others don’t hear it at all.” 
You can go even further: you can say that the shape of water in your mouth, in 
any person’s mouth, is always a comfortable oval. Currently, 15% of the American 
population has a swallowing tick. A swallowing tick means that once you think 
about swallowing (in other words, when this bodily function becomes voluntary 
rather than involuntary—much like breathing can, should you want it to) you 
can’t stop. Your mouth fills with saliva that you must push past your tonsils so 
it doesn’t spill out. You will swallow and swallow, about 30 times per minute, 
until something pulls your thoughts away from the muscles in your throat. After 
reading this, there is a 67% chance that you will develop a swallowing tick.  

There are two types of people in this world: those who like X, and those who 
do not—where “X” can be grits, bowling, swing dancing, video games, anal sex, 
cilantro, or the guilty pleasure of smelling of one’s own upper lip after drinking 
a large cup of coffee. Your upper lip usually smells like wet cat food or a bowl of 
potting soil. 

In the park, a child drops a purple feather on the ground. She watches the 
feather get smaller as she walks away with her right hand in her mother’s and her 
other hand lazily reaching for it. But she does not cry or make her mother go back, 
and this is a sign of growing up.

Riding the bus, you always commit the same crime: first, you find the women 
who are less good-looking than you are. You memorize every ribbon of fat, flyaway 
hair, and crumb. Then, you count their ugly running shoes resting on the ribbed 
bus floor and add fog to their already grimy pairs of glasses. When you get home 
and undress before your shower, these unattractive pieces fill the bathroom mirror 
and cover your naked body.

You listen to music on the bus. When you yawn, the pitch changes slightly, and 
the man in your ears slides out of tune. You relax when your music matches your 
mood: slow and sad in the morning, hopeful and bouncy after work, and sexy on 
the way to a bar. In your most indulgent fantasies, your friends ask you to sing and 
play the guitar at their house parties. You are convinced that you can make anyone 
fall in love with you as long as he hears you sing and play your guitar.

What can you learn about a person from the way he or she uses the bathroom? 

A lot. The guy who washes his hands after touching himself is conscientious. The 
woman who squats over the toilet in a public restroom is self-serving and wealthy. 
The child who insists on being accompanied by a parent after the age of seven will 
be unable to form relationships that last. The man who writes little notes in the 
stall wants you to think about him, so just spend a minute on him already, won’t 
you? The 87-year-old who slips and falls as she lifts her rear from the seat will 
exist, from then on, bathed in humiliation.  It’s okay though, because “from then 
on” won’t be very long.

***

It’s everywhere, you remind yourself. It’s on the ceiling, whose layers start 
with the ceiling fan, move to the water pipes, and end with the stains on the south-
west corner. In dogs’ eyes (when their eye crusts disappear, or when you manage 
to look past them), it vibrates and glows.  

You smell it in a box of raspberries at the supermarket, because there is no smell 
quite like that one. The berries could be too old, too new, or bruised from excessive 
poking (a need to determine freshness, a need to get the box with the best ratio 
of fresh and untouched to rotten and tampered-with—you compete, even when 
choosing a box of raspberries). But it doesn’t matter, because whatever they are—
fresh, rotten, untouched, tampered-with, new, old, bruised—they always smell 
the same. They smell the same in the suburbs as they do in the city, the same in the 
produce section as they do sitting on your kitchen counter.

Though you’d never get one yourself, the tattoos on summertime women 
break your heart—especially the ones with thick, juicy, Asian-looking flowers. 
Those flowers came straight out of the oriental section in your local art museum. 
They have pink and yellow petals and their green leaves are bluish as though seen 
through the side of an aquarium.  

It’s everywhere on your good days. When your bank notifies you that a large 
deposit has been made into your account, pedestrians look attractive and you 
don’t even feel jealous. This morning, you found a $20 bill on the ground and the 
sky lit up like a toy. When it comes down to it, it is always about money.  

But, as with everything else, it covers you most when you’re lying down in bed. 
You can’t move, and even though you know that when it comes down to it, it is 
always about money, these may be the only hours when it isn’t about money. Still 
and quiet, you feel as though slices of you are falling onto the floor and sinking 
into the basement. You see his eyes open for the first time every morning because it 
keeps you awake. You want to own all of it—every fingernail, magazine, and burnt 
orange dinner plate—but you can’t. After you leave, it leaks out of you. It drips 
out of your nose and the smell of it rises from your hair. When you walk away, it 
leaves a trail behind you that gets longer with every step.
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There are essays that say, in tens of thousands of words, that “the beauty in all 
this, is that we don’t know,” and you disagree, annoyed. The scientist side of you 
thinks in numbers and understands that knowing is always better, even though it 
may not always be beautiful.

You could make a list, but it would be too long. You’d always want to add 
another line, and wouldn’t be able to brush your teeth or make a phone call for fear 
of missing something. In fact, the best things may happen because you brush your 
teeth and make phone calls. The list would be too long, you say to yourself, when 
it’s gotten far too short. Too long! you shout, when it seems to have disappeared 
completely.

WISHING WELL
 by Ricky Garni

You might think you want to be a fish but imagine swimming without your arms. 
Imagine not being able to breathe while you are staring into the Grand Canyon.
Imagine how little you could do with a nice Steinway, and the loss of bologna on rye. 
Imagine the new pornography.
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Female Study 2
Susan Yount
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AT EQUINOX
 by Katherine LaRue

(someone washes my hair)                                             
                              I was handed a child                                         it was March in the desert          
                                                                         
                                 I could smell                            orange blossom 
                                                                                                                           pollen on the legs of bees 
                                                                  
I threw up blackberries in trashcans 
                                                                     and probably flower pots

(someone combs my hair)                                                       this is her
                                                                                                      this is he               

I can tell:
            have you seen whales pushing their babies to the surface of the ocean to breathe how do 
you think they know how to do that?

                                                                                                        (and it didn’t matter for a long time)
 
      I do not capitalize                                               the name               I collapse 
                                               the space                                       
                    
                                                                                                                  (this one is mine)                             
                                                 
                                   because of 
                                                                               tinsel and plastic grass- 
                                                                                        filled Easter eggs
                                                                                               smells like strawberries 
               I am handed a child                           
                                                                                                             (this one is mine)
                                                          
                                                          a baby armadillo bursting out of a cake
                                                                           rolling around in frosting 
  
March was terrible                 and it was all mine
                                                                                                          handled like a child
  if I gave birth                           
        to an alligator I wouldn’t be disappointed 
                                                        

                                                  I am an alligator with a mouth full of little alligators
       kind maw of tails and tantrums    feeding them apples 
                                                                                                                                   in the right way  

                                                       stars in their center
          if I gave birth
                     
    to the neighbor’s dog ran over when I was five I wouldn’t be disappointed
                      I  cried so hard                    wanting people                     for myself

   if I gave birth
                                 
                     to the dog I have now I wouldn’t be disappointed 
                     because I really love that dog 
                                                                                                             
                                its purple vomit on the carpet
                                                                                    purple from chewed up jellybeans                                       
                            from cough syrup
  
              
     someone is holding a child                                calling the number on the bottle
                                
                                                       worry a little throat
                                                                                              coughing             people
                                                scare me what is in there

I can tell you:
                    there have been women who have cooked their children 
                    how do you think they know how to do that?

  I am a fridge that makes ice
                                          I am an expensive fridge that makes ice
                                                             in the shape of half-moons
           I grind up the ice 
                                                   when you press a button                ice fills your glass
                                                                  and you fill the space 
                     between the ice with water                                                                 

                                         there is a little star in my center 
                                         there’s a little someone on a stage
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ALICE’S FIRST SEX
 by Sarah Jones

She always knew how a thing would rise
under the heat of her hand—
 
this kneading 
so innate to a ticking inside.
 
How she’d assist with starless
and steady eyes—
 
her palms knowing
to push the pulp of a man’s chest
 
down. The two words her lips
would steep into the cup of a man’s ear.
 
How to push through that pop 
of pain till all that throbbed 
 
was extinguished in a singular groan. 
And how she’d rise like a wildcat
 
to shake out and smooth her hair.

  it was March and I was              and you would not   believe the sympathy
                                                                                                                      
                                      little babies        in sweaters 
                                                                    chins collapsing on weak necks
             sleeping on a river bank in a desert
          that march

I want to be opened 
              with another person                                  I want them to see                      
my lining of black stone a seashore of black stone where the ice melts  
                                                                                 on the black stone

    and cordage black cordage in the seaweed and like seaweed just touching the ankle 

I am taking a bath there
                                  child                    it was March                     I crawled into bed
                        a full head of hair of wet hair
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Black Nude
Allen Forrest
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FOR WHEN YOU NEED TO REVEAL YOURSELF
 by Sarah Dravec

I am alone when I am not alone with each mountain 
touching the sky. The city says my red light is a friendly 
light, every feature harsh and soft and careful. I sit in the 
back of an automobile while the women say this is the way 
to look at things. They say look at the way people used to 
build things and sail in from the harbors. It is okay not to 
talk when the red light comes in and touches the painful 
parts. I stay quiet and allow my minerals to weather. I stay 
quiet and allow the women from the city to try to love me.

Something shines in the street and I hurt not to look. 
Everyone continues to walk without care, so I let go of the 
piece of confetti I cannot claim. Good night to you in this 
and every other language. Remember to carry a quiet lamp 
as you go. Remember to quiet the lamp you carry. These 
are not particularly useful street signs. I could give you 
further directions. I could vanish into the sidewalk. I am 
dead in a special way. I am special and dead.

When a woman zipped in a coat sleeps in a seated position, 
you are not all the way alive. When the cab driver turns 
to you crying, this is not the precise moment you will die. 
You will already be dead. I am married to a woman who 
holds me higher than a feather holds a hollow bone and 
I am already dead. You fill the water bottle of a woman 
whose hands are black with dirt you have never had to rub 
on yourself. Medicine, she says. To embrace, I say. When 
she looks at me, we both see shadows moving against a 
different window. A city is a string of lights along a piece 
of wire. Two people are the flickering. Everybody listens to 
this every night. You will think, I am going to stand here 
until I become luminous. Your face will be pink and hot as 
you walk the final steps to the pier.

I call this silent water the sound. I call you silent sleeper 
the sound. I call you warm body so close on my chest the 
sound. I call you lengths of hair the sound. I call you distant 
everything I am the sound. The moment you stop eating 

flowers and instead grow them with me on this surface of 
rubber and paper and metal and permafrost and flame and 
flesh. It will burn so much, but that will only mean your 
love parts have started to work.

So many people call from some other direction. Have the 
courage to reveal yourself. You think this body of water is 
called a sound, and you think this is nice. Nice girls and 
nice boys and what moves in the center of each of them. You 
want to touch every single one of those things that move 
the way an infant of any species first moves its forelimbs, 
the way a stone moves as it flutters beneath the surface of 
the water, the way you feel when you tilt your head closer 
to someone else’s breath. This is the feeling of a Ferris 
wheel belonging to no one but you, and in the Ferris wheel 
you place each of your pieces, all of them especially dead 
now, and you watch them go around and around, and you 
think this is also nice. A nice girl walks by and you know 
you are going to fuck her even if she never touches you. A 
nice boy walks by and you press yourself onto him until he 
tells you his nervous system will erupt if you don’t stop. 
You don’t like the word stop or anything it represents. You 
don’t know if it is worse to stop living or to stop dying. You 
watch the Ferris wheel and put more pieces of yourself on 
it to go around and around forever.
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DIVINE
 by Ricky Garni

I once knew a man who could twist a balloon into funny shapes.
On some days I was a very special balloon who escaped his reach
and could run away and remain plain.

DANCE ROUTINE
 by Lucas Wildner

Disinterested, 
you stay home 
on Latin night, claim 
our tragedy 
the next day: a white lie.
Walk onto the floor,
say preference,
hear its syllables 
break against air 
emptied of music. 
Kneel. 
Place your mouth
over the bullet 
hole. Swallow the night
with the prayers
your tongue 
will not betray.
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FRANK’S PLACE
 by Calder G. Lorenz

“It’s no good for a man to swallow blood,” Frank said. “It’s bad for the stomach.”
He put a plastic cup on the bar. He twisted open a bottle of soda water. He said, 

“Rinse and then spit.”
It was his bar after all and so I followed his orders. I rinsed and then I spit into 

the cup.
He asked, “How about some tea? Peppermint? Jasmine? Rooibos?” 
I watched him open a tin next to the register. He held up an impressive selection. 

He waved the packages. He spread it all out before me. He said, “These kinds of 
things are good for the stomach.”

“I want whiskey, Frank. Neat.”
Again, I rinsed and then I spit into the cup. I saw that there was less blood than 

before.
Frank wore his concern. He asked, “Should you be drinking?”
“I’m at a bar,” I said. 
Frank frowned. He went and filled the coffee pot with water. He turned it on. 
He said, “This place is more than that.”
While we waited, Frank buttoned and then unbuttoned his green flannel shirt. 

He adjusted his brown ball cap. He put one hand on his hip and one hand on the 
bar. And I watched as the lines around his eyes stretched and his left cheek pulled 
up into a lump. I noticed that his mustache was more manicured than usual. It’d 
been trimmed. It was level and ordered. He’d shaved too. His skin looked smooth 
and lotioned. And even though his moustache was still curled down over his lip, 
wrapped into his mouth a bit, he looked younger and confident and ready for the 
day.

Now, he’d never admit it, and I’d never say it to him, but in that moment, I 
thought I might know why he’d gone and decided to attempt a little upkeep. 

I thought back, it was about a week before, on a Tuesday night, and there was a 
customer, a woman in her late thirties, a woman with piled brown hair, a woman 
with her logoed work jacket zipped to her neck, a woman not at all agreeable that 
she’d been brought down to Frank’s by her younger and drunker date who ignored 
her and chatted away with whoever was chatting. She kept her arms together. She 
leaned away as people leaned into each other. She wiped all that was in front of her 
onto the floor. She wore her disgust for where she was. With the neighborhood. 
With her neighbors there at the bar.  

Now, on some level it was understandable, she’d been brought to where the 
streets outside raged with a different kind of addiction than she was probably 
accustomed to and when you’re new to a setting, a town, a city, the last thing you 
want to hear the people inside it say, prattle over, chatter about, is what the city 

#NINE PICK UP LINE
 by Merridawn Duckler

The renters did it so much we called them the rutters,
The walls shook, the toothpaste jumped out of the tube.
God help the person who wanted to cook a custard!
Daily, monthly, hourly. Not newlyweds, 
these bed-wreckers, not insects with only one chance
before they croak. They had tons of chances and used them all.
God help us, they were at it again.
But you get used to everything said our parents, who never did. 
So we steadied fragile vases by rote and 
if anyone wanted to hang a picture, they just held 
the nail next to the hammer and waited. 
Then one day—silence.
Were they dead? Had they done it to death? 
O the stillness. We heard a car door slam. Done.
It was first and last and nothing at all. And that’s the only reason
I’m even suggesting it. The silence. No one should get used to that.
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taking persuasive gasps like a drowning fish. The sun, still conscious but fading, 
warmed her white hair. I reached over her shoulder and took back the drink I’d 
bought her. There were smudges from her pink lipstick along the rim. I went and 
poured her drink over the melted ice at the bottom of my glass.

I heard Frank say, “I need help.” He was somewhere underneath the floor. I 
leaned over the bar. I saw that the trapdoor was open. It was square and a different 
shade than the floor. It was the color of shale. It was rusted at the hinges. 

In that moment, it occurred to me that I was supposed to go to the pharmacy 
and fill my prescription: antibiotics and painkillers. There is always a chance of 
infection, the dentist had said. He’d said: you need to take your medicine, get some 
rest. But, if I went, now, it would be during the evening rush. I’d be forced to walk 
among the exhausted shoppers on Market Street. People loaded down like mules.

And so I said, “With what.”
“This tap,” he shouted. “I told you it’s busted.”
“I don’t remember you saying that.”
“What?”
“I don’t remember you saying that.”
“I need help down here.”
I said, “I’m supposed to be resting.” I said, “Dentist’s orders, Frank.” I said, 

“I’m down to four days of paid leave,” I said, “I’m down to one broken front 
tooth.”

“Yeah, well, I acknowledge all of that.”
“Then let me ask you: Is it worth another whiskey?”
“Yeah, yeah. Yeah. The next one is on the house.”
I finished Deirdre’s drink. I went behind the bar and stood at the trap door. 

I watched as the front windows were consumed with red lights. Soon I saw a 
paramedic with a shaved head and inked forearms holding up his radio. He 
conferred with a fireman. They shook their heads and headed back to their trucks.   

I asked Frank, “What if someone needs a drink?”
I heard him wrestling with something down there. And then he said, “Deirdre 

can get it for them.”
________

There was an hour left until the end of happy hour. I watched Frank hand 
two large men change for a twenty-dollar bill. They wanted to play some real 
music on the jukebox. Some shit with soul for all these soulless motherfuckers. This was 
my favorite hour to be in Frank’s Place because you got an accurate mixture of 
humanity: a junkie here and there, a few suits from up the hill, a group of social 
workers and nurses from the clinic on Jones Street, a man trying to sell his political 
aspirations to them all.

I went for a piss and then I sat next to Deirdre. She liked the corner seat. It was 

was once and why they believed little in where it was headed. But she’d gone and 
found herself seated with the ghosted folks of San Francisco. It wasn’t totally her 
fault and it wasn’t theirs. But there she was, holed-up with the forgotten. Those 
inhabitants who were stained with what it was like in another time, those tattooed 
with what it could’ve been had it gone their way.   

She was a woman who seemed unsettled that she’d been made to feel out of her 
element, out of her kind of place. And then I watched as Frank asked her how she 
was doing, and she said to Frank, “I’m fine,” said it without even looking at him, 
said it with her legs crossed, and a flip of her hand, and then she said, “you know, 
and I’m not trying to be rude here, but you know what,” saying it as she placed 
her finger under her nose, like she was parroting a cartoon Frenchmen, she said to 
Frank, “that, yeah, that, that could really use a trip to the mechanic.”

And then she smiled for the first time, tilting her head to the side, and I heard 
her say, “Most men forget that a little tune-up never hurts.”

And Frank held up his hands. He went along with it. He thanked her for the 
tip. And then he went and he bought her and her friend a round as the evening 
blurred on for all of us.        

________

Frank ignored me. He was scratching at his front teeth, removing the plaque. 
He was sucking spit, his attention shifted to the commotion on the sidewalk outside 
the bar.

I needed my daily dose of attention and so I said, “I could use a bartender not 
a doctor. Frank, which is it, are you a doctor or a bartender?”

He walked to the front door. He smiled and waved at a female police officer 
that in turn waved her ticket book at him. He pinched the brim of his hat. He gave 
it a few tugs. He shut the door.

I asked, “Which is it Frank?”
He went back behind the bar. He grabbed a bottle from under the register. It 

was from his personal private stockpile.
“Don’t worry,” he said. “You can be certain that a bartender is what stands 

before you.” He said, “I mean, kid, it sure doesn’t look like I thought it would. I’ll 
go ahead and admit to you that it doesn’t look like I thought it would. But I’m only 
being honest here, when I say: I’ve seen worse.” He said, “It’s bad. You lost your 
front teeth. But you could have lost much more than that.”     

And then Frank poured until my fingertips were wet with his best whiskey.
________

It was three, maybe three thirty in the afternoon, and Deirdre was passed 
out. Her arms were folded into a square, a stiffened and brittle pillow. She was 
breathing. I could tell, because her mouth kept opening and closing. She was 
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“Use a two by four.” She said. “He’d feel that.”  
 I said, “Jesus, that seems unrealistic.” I chewed my ice.
“Well,” she said. “Then hit him with something heavier.”
She chuckled. She said, “That’s a hell of a plan. Wait around. And then hit the 

bozo.”
I felt myself losing my words, my ability to make sense of her or her new 

attitude towards my plan. It had been consuming my thoughts, my time. All these 
feelings of justice and fairness and payback. I knew I had to do something. I had 
to.    

“You liked it before,” I said.
I said, “I want to tell him what he is.”
Deirdre looked thoughtful. She nodded. She said, “Yeah, and maybe you might 

get to do that. But it sounds like a plan where you don’t get your teeth back. Where 
you don’t get the old you back. It sounds like a plan where he probably already 
knows what he is.”

“You liked it before,” I said.
“I was drunk,” she said. She patted my hand and went back to touching the 

screen. She said, “You should listen to Frank! He always says: violence always 
sounds better when you’re drunk.”

She kissed my cheek. She handed me a quarter. She finished her drink.
She said, “Now, stop distracting me. Either buy this old lady a drink, or pass 

the damn pretzels.”

her spot. She liked to be against the wall and under Joe Montana’s wide winning 
stance. That way she had endless access to the electronic gambling machine. But 
she doesn’t gamble, there was no poker or blackjack for her, there was no chance 
for a return with those types of things. I watched Deirdre plug in her quarters. 
She liked to play the games that didn’t pay out, and she especially liked the nude 
version of the matching game. If you asked her, and good luck with that, but if you 
asked her, she’d probably say that she can still look.

“There’s nothing wrong with looking,” she liked to say.
She liked to say, “I might be retired from it all but you can still look. They can’t 

take that from you.”    
“What’re you retired from?”
“Women,” she’d say. “But that don’t mean I still can’t look. That I still can’t 

pick out what’s missing from these nice naked ladies. A retired lesbian is nothing 
to wave a stick at.”

I wasn’t sure if she remembered but Deirdre was the only one I’d told. 
The night I’d told her what I was planning, she seemed on the verge of a 

complete black out. But after I’d said what I’d said, we’d celebrated with a hug and 
then she congratulated me on my devious nature. She announced to the bar that 
revenge is what makes a man a man! and then she pushed her glass over the edge of 
the bar and walked right out the front door. We hadn’t touched it since.

But now we were together again and I was getting to that point when I’d drank 
myself into a corner. Drank myself to where I can’t seem to feel anything but 
aggression. When all I had left in the tank was this certainty that I was capable of 
hurting the person who hurt me. That I was capable of actually following through 
with my plan. That feeling, oh that low down feeling that made me crave her 
enthusiasm, her stamp of approval.     

Deirdre was playing her favorite game. She said, “Necklace.” She pressed 
the screen. She said, “No heel on her pump,” she said, “different moron in the 
background.”

I leaned on in and I said, “He lives around here. Around the corner I think.” 
“They all live around the corner, sweetheart. Who are we talking about this 

time?”
“The guy who broke my teeth.”
“Oooooooh,” she said. “Look, the girls are at the beach. They’ve got little 

cocktails in their hands.”
She winked at the screen.
She said, “They’ve got matching black bikinis.”
I lowered my voice. I said, “If I can figure out what building he’s in, I could 

wait there, and…and then I’m going to hit him with something. Something heavy. 
Like a metal bar or a bat. I’ll break his head like he did to me.”

Deirdre stopped jabbing at the screen. She looked me in the eyes. She said, 
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LIES I TELL MYSELF
 by Sarah Jones

I’ll rise Sylvia Plath early and work this manuscript.
I’ll untoggle from social media—no Instagram 
before noon or Facebook after 8 PM. 
 
I won’t skip the gym. I’ll skip the sugar.
I won’t eat all this bacon nor will I drink
another French red blend by myself.
 
I’ll drink green tea on the patio twice a day. 
I won’t sext while my kids play Call of Duty
in the other room. I’ll keep my shirt on
 
during this Skype call. No more editors 
or poets nosing into places more than poetry. 
I’ll go slow—watch my skin crinkle with joy, 
 
unbotoxed. I won’t glass-slipper love or
tarot-card our future again. I’ll be a Buddhist
nun—toss this vibrator out for good. 
 
I’ll be productive, proactive, and more political.
A no-er, though it might seem fun, to the sex greet. 
A yes-er to yoga. I’ll be a Bird of Paradise—long 
 
stocked with flaming hair, and hardy against the heat 
of another’s body. I’ll call my father and say,
I’m balanced on the one leg you left me standing on.

Sense of 
    the Dance
Fabrice Poussin
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IN A CHAPEL OF LITTLE CHIMES
 by Katherine LaRue

Write my mother’s name on a railroad track because I 
want a train to wrap around myself. Plant a garden but 
it grows wrong. Everything is about our parents. You 
must have to be a nice person to grow plants, I heard 
someone say that and it was me. I meant to say parents, 
grow parents. Go down to the lemon grove and 
apologize in the lemon grove. After all that’s where 
they live. In lemon groves, in olive groves, in orchards. 
Eventually.
Let my apology not be an insistence. Push out my chin, 
my religious chin, the one below our mouths where out 
fly lying birds, little ribbons in their beaks, red ribbons. 
Lying two-dimensional birds tattooing the sky with 
banners that say things like “Death Before…” and “All 
is fair…” and “Mama Tried.”  They push out their 
beaks, their religious beaks. The tattoos are religious. I 
mean they have a faith, a juniper box of bones and 
many skins. Imagine actually vomiting birds like that.
                      I was hoping for more animals and only 
got people. My altar store was all out of altars. I believe 
in these things upon finding the world too full. Forests 
spill over themselves like milk on a table, a luminous 
milk invading, domesticating the daydream. I couldn’t, 
possibly go, no. No, I am not going back no not for a 
second. 
                 I want to talk language of return right off a 
cliff. You want to apologize for the shitty things you 
say but not for the carnage. You cannot talk carnage 
off a cliff, sink anvil in its silk.  Some trees are just 
kidding. Some heat escaping the both of us. Seizures 
air. There are so many of us we aren’t anything 
anymore. Did I inherent your eyes? Or are they just 
your eyes, removed and sketched on leaves? 
                   Not sure what any of us want from the soft-
quick talks. Have you seen a church so beautiful you 
decide to attend its services? All that glass makes it 
seem worth time, as a hand is on top of another hand 
or a leg over another leg falling simple. There is light all 

over you to shake off your shoulder at the end of the 
day. A drink to put down on a table and walk away 
from your entire life. The bells that ring overlap over 
and over. There is spare brimstone. Give me a shot at 
that cloud and I will down it.
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WATCHING THE BREATH AT 
 LOST NATION AIRPORT
  by Ted Lardner

Steering wheel then space, like a shrine, in the undercurve of the Ford’s windshield. 
Beyond it, Cyclone fence, hints of rust on the steel mesh, in an opening in the mesh, 
a bird, a brown sparrow, a hitch of air and dusty feathers, a breath, with its beak, 
with a small stretch, it reaches, nipping at seeds that wave in the tips of the tall grass 
that waves all the way across hundreds of acres of meadowland through which the 
Lost Nation runway traces its finger, pointing the outlines of emptiness, 

then a crow calls,  
there almost 
is nothing in it, the sky.

Breath rolling in, 
breath rolling out.

A dog flies up like a kite I mean from the end of its barking, far away, its voice off 
the ground reaches back to the empty I mean the open hand, the wandering runway.

“Crying for its master,” the master wrote. 

No one knows for sure where the name “Lost Nation” came from.

Wind enters through the driver’s window, exits the passenger side.  

Footsteps… 
Flip-flops, flapping.  

I love the quiet here.  
The fence.  
The sparrow, bowing and clutching its hold in the interstice. 

Behind our backs, about a thousand children playing summer soccer on a Saturday 
morning.

One version has to do with the Erie Indians who, having had enough of the Iroquois–
which tribe? Seneca?  Rough stuff.  Vacated the area. After 1656 says one source 
there is no further mention of Erie Indians here, hence the “lost nation,” referring to 

the Eries. (I gather the Iroquois came down the lakeshore just to do their murdering, 
grab a few captives to bring home to torture or enslave, i.e., the Iroquois liked where 
they lived well enough and didn’t care to move down-market to this area.)  

The fence without the sparrow. 
Blackberries coming up in the drain swales along the taxiways. 
I love my wife who when she laughs, for whole seconds, it sounds like sunshowers.  

One version has to do with two towns with same name only spelled two different 
ways. (Even today there is a Willoughby South High School and a Willoughby 
North. One of them has a really good soccer team, which can beat the snot out of 
our Mayfield Wildcats, and one of them is really just a bunch of really nice kids who 
play hard, but not to win, necessarily.)  

Halation means the spreading of light beyond its boundaries.  

There is a Lost Nation, Iowa, by the way.

Inhale.  Exhale. 
Seven airplanes tied to the ground here with tethers under their wings.  
Sarah, Peter, Ted, Emily, Elisabeth, Marion, Peter, Sr.  

There were two post offices—one at Willoughby, spelled “—b-y,” and one at 
Willoughbee, spelled “—b-e-e.”  Supposedly.  In 1927, a notice alerted the public 
to the opening of a post office at Willoughbee —b-e-e, at the corner of Lost Nation 
Road and Lake Shore Boulevard. (That would be north.) (I don’t know how there 
could be a Lost Nation Road before there was a Lost Nation, named for the lost 
community of Willoughbee with two Es, which had its own post office in 1927.)  

However, this is a cool thing: When I look up the history of Willoughby, Ohio, I 
find out that, supposedly, the original French traders in this area called the Chagrin 
River, La Riviere Biche, which means Elk River, which is, in every conceivable respect, 
a superior name for a river.  

And now a jet comes in, a ghost, to a landing. 
A whisper of power skimming down the runway.
Fancy for hereabouts.
It turns.  
Maybe someone big.  A big shot.  
Come to town, for the big convention.  
Just in case, I flip it the bird.
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They say there are three explanations for how the Chagrin River ended up with its 
name. One is for the chagrin of Moses Cleaveland who fell in it on his way downtown, 
down to the Cuyahoga River, to his cabin with its historical marker down in the 
Flats, by Collision Bend, in malarial Cleveland.  One is that it is an anglicized version 
of an Iroquoian name, shu-ga-rin, which supposedly means “clear water,” which no 
one really believes, due to lack of linguistic evidence, and also to the observable fact 
that the Chagrin River’s water is cloudy at best if not downright turbid, especially 
compared to the water of Lake Erie. (No Iroquois person coming down here from 
upstate New York to kill or capture some Erie Indians would call this river’s water 
“clear.”)  The third explanation is that it is a corruption of the name of a French fur 
trader, Francois Sieur du Saquin, who built a post at the mouth of Cuyahoga River 
but undoubtedly traversed the whole southeast shore of Lake Erie, skinning animals 
and curing hides, selling whiskey and guns and housewares to Iroquois Indians to 
load in the back of their station wagons and drive back home to New York state, 
shrieking with bloodlust and picking bits of Erie scalps off the fronts of their fresh 
shirts. 

Sunscreen. Corn chips. “Lilacs love acid,” the garden guru on the radio says, and 
it’s hard to say, he might or might not mean the pun, but what’s definitely true 
is that everything about acid with a capital L-S-D is that it invites expansiveness, 
space, widening, intensifying—granularity, hyper-clarity, as when on the computer, 
one flips through rolls of images, and saturates with colors the photographs of 
family, sons or daughters playing soccer, former selves, clothed in the weird and 
embarrassing pants and shirts of love vanity and regret, until the images begin to be 
denatured, realer than real.

“Shrieking” is too strong a word.  

Breathe in. 
A long line of cars standing at a green light standing at a green light standing still 
standing.  
Breathe out.

Everything important about a river happens under the surface.  And patience is 
curious, not hard. 

The United States Postal Service started in 1813.  In the early 1830s, two local doctors 
who had trained at Fairfield Medical College in upstate New York began a campaign 
to open a medical college here, in what was then known as Chagrin River, Ohio. 
Their goal was to name as its first president, their former teacher from back in New 
York at Fairfield M.C., Dr. Westel Willoughby.   

A charter for the new college was granted by the legislature in 1834, but Dr. 
Willoughby, like the Senecas, wouldn’t relocate. Instead, he sent the founders $1,200 
dollars, “a complete medical library, and the outline of the first year’s curriculum with 
recommendations of professors to teach the courses.” In 1834, the town of Chagrin, 
or Chagrin River, Ohio, renamed itself Willoughby. The U.S. Postal Service officially 
changed the name to Willoughby the following year, in 1835. Dr. Willoughby died 
in 1844.   

Turn your wrists to the sky.  Patience has surrender in it, the way resurrection has the 
root, eructation, and that’s what the wolf does, bringing up the elk meat, spilling a 
meal for her cubs. 

He is buried in Newport, NY, Dr. Westel is, not far from where Honey Hill Road and 
Woodchuck Hill Road converge on West Canada Creek. Newport’s just a little down 
from Poland, where with Helen I stopped for gas at a Marathon station last August 
on a Saturday afternoon, after we dropped our child off at college move-in day.  

As we gassed up, a clattering sound, lickety split, heralded the arrival of a horse-
drawn wagon, three Amish youngsters in it, followed by a fourth, who was on 
horseback.  They pulled to the rear of the station, in the shade of huge maple tree 
overlooking a gully where West Canada Creek drank the light off the undersides of 
clouds.  The younger, two girls and boy, stayed outside, while the older, a young 
man, about 15 I would guess, shopped the cooler next to me, skimming our eyes 
over dozens of kinds of beer, focusing on the sports drinks and the sodas.  We spoke, 
briefly.  

Sunscreen. Electric guitars? The wah-wah turned up?  
The wind begins to snap the edge of the page against an idea.  
To be with what the world has to go through now. 
To be with her, if I could, with these arms I would hold her a long time.

From Poland, Helen and I drove the rest of the way out of the leftovers of the 
Adirondacks, down to I-90 at Utica, then west across the flats of central New York, 
then through the Iroquois nation, through the Allegheny Reservation, into eastern 
Ohio near Conneaut, which, as we will have to discuss, derives its name from a word 
that possibly means the place where the snow spirit eats Erie children left orphaned 
by marauding Senecas, or else, the place where orphaned Erie Indian children turn 
into fish that swim down the river and leave, lost forever in the water of Lake Erie 
where you with your tired but determined eyes can’t see them no matter how long 
you look, and you keep on looking, where did they all go, until someone touches 
your arm and says, c’mon, it’s time, and you start breathing again.
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Los Angeles Noir 1
Allen Forrest
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THE TAP
 by Merridawn Duckler

I went to press my lips to your lips
or actually to the lip of the free conference 
water bottle you drank from and dropped; 
I was hoping for an anointment or at least contact.

But when I closed my eyes to kiss
suddenly I saw the Pacific Garbage Patch
which may or may not be a huge, floating wreck
of discarded plastic bottles, possibly the size of Texas, 

gamboling the great ocean. Should we be really be drinking
from this un-wreckable stuff, the captured drops
of what is wrecking us? I sat an absurdly
long time, with your lip print a short distance from mine.

I remembered what I’d always said about courage.
and what you said about recycling. Sure, seals drown in 
that vast, plastic invisible, are ghost	fishing but here was my breath
seeking your breath from a source you’d abandoned, too.

THE  BROKEN RECORD I WANT TO SOUND LIKE
 by Patrick Williams

The broken record I want to sound like is shattered,
but it is also warped. It is also in New Jersey, and
it is only an idea.

The broken record I want to sound like is important,
but it was panned by most critics. It is also the darling
of several particular critics who will never be born.

The broken record I want to sound like is time-based,
but its pieces have been stacked atop one another,
representing “only now.”

The broken record I want to sound like is exasperating,
but it also gives life. It is also pill-shaped, and
is hidden among other pill-shaped things.

The broken record I want to sound like is silent,
but only for the moment, while we wait for machinery
to be built to play it.

The broken record I want to sound like is distasteful,
but it is what others expect of me. It is also outside
of my control.

The broken record I want to sound like is predictable,
it has a beginning, a middle, and an end. It is also
locked away in storage closet at a school closed years ago.

The broken record I want to sound like is growing,
but at a rate microseconds slower
than everything else. It is also turning to dust.

The broken record I want to sound like is hexagonal,
but I’ve only seen it through a kaleidoscope. Someone
told me that makes it more real.

The broken record I want to sound like is arbitrary,
and contains mostly static. It also contains the plans
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for a machine to dilate strangers’ eyes.

The broken record I want to sound like is tender,
but it is in a shabby sleeve. It is also at risk
of being overlooked completely.

The broken record I want to sound like is catastrophic,
it includes a list of names left out of the official
report. It is also slightly warmer than the space around it.

The broken record I want to sound like is faith-based,
but its biggest fans explain that away. It is also laying
on top of an unused Yellow Pages.

The broken record I want to sound like is split,
so rather than two sides, it has four sides. It is also
sensitive to light.

The broken record I want to sound like is dull,
but it is also expensive, so no one really notices. It drives
audiences into themselves, then it steals their phones.

The broken record I want to sound like is cheerful.
It is uplifting, really. No one wants it to end.
Also, it never ends.

The broken record I want to sound like is public,
but you have to sign a waiver to view it. It is also
the thing in the museum they bought the velvet ropes for.

The broken record I want to sound like is listening,
but it doesn’t react or respond. Not because it doesn’t care,
but because it is saving up anecdotes for a screenplay.

The broken record I want to sound like is frozen,
it came that way, inside a clear block of ice. It is 
heavier than regular ice. And also colder.

The broken record I want to sound like is beautiful,
but it is also unsavory, thanks to the symbols someone
scratched onto its surface. I try to hide them with my coat.

The broken record I want to sound like is spacious,
but it is closed most weekends in the spring. They call
it “maintenance season,” but they also laugh when they say that.

The broken record I want to sound like is lifelike,
but in a not-unsettling way. No one thinks it will hop 
of the shelf at night and wander through the house. It will.

The broken record I want to sound like is swollen,
something about the wood-pulp, or the humidity,
or the fact that it’s mostly made of skin.

The broken record I want to sound like is electric,
but “electric” in scare quotes, which has me thinking
it’s not electric at all.

The broken record I want to sound like is evidence,
but it has other redeeming qualities that make it
the must-have item this holiday season.
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YOU HAD BETTER HAVE A BIRD IN IT
 by David Eingorn

after Jack Spicer’s “A Poem Without a Single Bird In It”

You had better have a bird in it
like a red-tailed blackbird or
house finch pecking
at crumbs on the sidewalk;
a spare sparrow or
a big, yellow pretend bird like Big Bird or
an orange-breasted robin
protecting its nest outside
my front door, or
a snowy owl
in winter.
 
Because birds do not commit suicide.
Because birds can help.

WHEN A CROW ASKS FOR A JOB, 
 YOU GIVE IT TO HIM
  by Amy Deakin

Crow wants a job.
It is given to him.
He didn’t have to take it, like everything else.
Worm it out of the ground like a difficult insect. 
Crow is successful at work, because 
As crow flies
Crow cuts travel time and saves money.
Crow creates a nest of money.
Crow sells shares
in his nest of money and makes it back several times over.
Crow has the knack of the stock market.
But like a worm
Crow finds that money
Won’t stay still. You need to
Chase it round continents
Bludgeon it. Peck it the nuts.
If it doesn’t exist
You must imagine it does.
All is going well for crow.
Only one day it doesn’t.
Because one day crow is
throwing up money,
haemorrhaging money.
Due to loss of money
Crow needs to be
Injected with more money,
wrapped in a bank note
and nursed back to health.
Crow is becoming a liability.
He must prove his worth
by generating money
with his foot, his beady eye.
Crow is learning to fly
Learning to fly increases productivity
By 10%. Crow give us back your wing
And give us back our 10% 
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because the market is down,
And we need you to 
Fly, crow, fly,
Because we’ve heard
From our trusted sources
That the sky
is selling well. 

“I AM NARCISSISM”
 by Geraldine Fernandez

Believe
in what your eyes
insist
when they are naked
in front of your lover ~
the looking glass:

“You wear perfection
as matte foundation

and waistline
as chain of fire.”

They are daily bread
I feed you
self-expressions I etch
on blank hemispheres
of your brain.

“Keep those feet
off the ground
they are built
for the pedestal.”
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The Masters Revisited Pieter Bruegel Herring for Sake of Roes 
 Don’t Count Chickens Bells Cat Hat on Pillar 
Allen Forrest

AFTER THE RAIN
 by Tasha Fouts

the whole thing
becomes sodden:
the drunk weight of peonies
the exhaustion of grass 
the way the tree’s branches 
are totally breathless.
       and yet
from somewhere in this sleep
the night’s air stirs - 
a wing-beat? a song-thrush? a cicada’s lust?

A leaf upturns
its underside soft and white as your belly.
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FOR WANT OF SLEEP
 by Tasha Fouts

In this bed
your body splays
over fields of flowers,
yet sleep
is a chimera to you.
	 During	the	rut,	males	engage	in	frequent	and	furious	sparring	battles.
Nothing settles:
your breath is fraught,
and your mind is 
a vast and raging tundra.
 Tormenting insects keep caribou on the move searching wildly for windy areas.
Every night I feel you rise 
and migrate through this house alone.
How long can you possibly go at it?
How much exhaustion can you take?
 Year after year, the antlers are grown and shed, then regrown and shed again.

My sweet man,
     let me unburden you
     I will eat the meat of that bark
     I will hold to you like velvet to the bone
     I will lumber to the mountaintop for you,
     I will give to you my deepest, deepest sleep.

ARS POETICA
 by Lucas Wildner

Midnight. My roommate still 
restless after sleeping pills, 
ear plugs: futile resistances 
to the moaning from the dorm next door. 
Ironic given the women on his lap
-top, the calendar of blondes. 
If asked, 
I would choose sound 
over image. My body lay parallel 
to the couple two feet away, 
my breathing shallow, ear to the wall. 
The groan of stressed wood, slaps
of skin hitting skin. My right hand 
silent in its work.
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ALICE LEAVES A YOUNG SAILOR IN HER BED TO 
GO PLAY POKER ON THE PORCH OF TEMPLIN’S 
GENERAL STORE
 by Sarah Jones

I wake with bourbon crusted between
my gums and teeth. A brown glow 
coming through my curtains. It’s 12:37 PM.
 
A boy’s hand as heavy as the ring 
on my finger, rests between my bare 
shoulders. I skirt it like my husband’s toupee—
watch it fwap fwap white bed sheets.
The crux of this boy’s arm is caught between 
 
polished muscles. I want to unfold this space 
and kiss it again. Instead, I breakfast a cigarette, 
shimmy back into a red and flimsy, 
and robe up with black and boa v
 
Island boys play 5-Card Stud on a porch
without me. So before I snuff out 
this sailor scene to light up a local one, 
let me pull the curtains back. 
Let soft light expose my skin,
and these stockings look too black.
Fur too animal along my breast.
Eyes too much like typhoons—
this house only feels lonely when you’re in it.

IMPRESSIONS
 by Toti O’Brien

Like a stain, adrenaline tints my thighs. Inner side. Stretching over… seven 
inches perhaps? I never measured it. Spreading left and right in roughly shaped 
butterfly wings, clumsy half moons—like a Rorschach card. 

I don’t see it of course. I sense it to the tiniest detail. Every pixel is burning with 
pain. 

Though it is very acute, the throb isn’t red. It is yellow. A dark shade, as if 
some kind of beer. Golden. Amber. Neither warm nor attractive. Rather acrid. Like 
urine.

Like urine, adrenaline is unavoidable.

Truly I have no idea of what it is. Someone mentioned adrenaline when I was in 
school. Someone—teacher? smart mate? can’t recall—said: “Adrenaline fills your 
blood and drenches your muscles when you are caught in a rush of anger or fear.” 
When you want to fight or to flee but can’t choose which one.

Thus I have given a name to this fever always biting the same corner of me. 
Highlighting a yellow map, the color of danger. Dots, and dots, lines, peaks, 
creases. A cardiac, maybe an encephalic tracing. Only, in the wrong place. Only, 
carved into my flesh instead than printed on paper. A Morse message (on the 
chatty side) spat out of an obsolete telegraph machine.

The area isn’t close to my crotch. Sexual feelings are absent. It isn’t close to 
my knees… sort of halfway. It does not reach my thighs’ outer edges. It remains 
circumscribed. Not less excruciating.

It engorges my thighs when I am angry or afraid. When I was angry—I don’t 
any more. Why was I? I lost track of reasons. Something might have happened 
I found utterly unfair—causing visceral, abrupt sentiments of revolt I couldn’t 
express. Such vibes gathered in my lower body: “Here we are in case you needed to 
know.” I could have been spared the information since acting upon it was barred. 
I guess slowly the lesson sunk in. “Let go. Doesn’t matter. Nothing I can do, dear. 
Drop the sponge.” 

Now the thing only strikes under pretext of terror. Phone ringing in the middle 
of night. Sound of steps in the lone house. I have misplaced my purse, my wallet 
was stolen. Rare occasions. Seldom occurrences.

Or in dreams. Bad ones happen... Haunted cities. Underworlds. War zones. 
Killers, robbers. A loved one disappearing, in danger. Endless, bitter, vain family 
quarrels. Pain awakes me, fiercely stabbing my skin though it sits deeper—a bone 
marrow disease. 
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Crucified on the mattress, unable to move, I wait for the yellow light to wash 
off my body. But it takes its time. When it’s gone echoes linger. Tissues remain 
sore as if scarred. Muscles ache as if for too much exertion. I wish it were true. I 
wish I had run, swam across a river, escalated a mountain. I have done nothing. 
Adrenaline did it. Ancient rituals. Souvenirs of the wild. 

Please. No enemy is here, no threat is in view. These are nightmares. I shouldn’t 
have to fight ghosts. “Don’t get all worked up,” I say to my neurons, synapses, 
hormones, all the darn apparatus. “We live in a civilized world. Rage and stress 
have been managed. Phobia analyzed. Past trauma resolved,” I explain to my cells. 

But they have a mind of their own.

Black and White 7
Allen Forrest
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SUCH RESIDUES FROM FACT TO YOU
 by Emelia Reuterfors

tired synapses
pluck loosely
strung harp

my mourning dress
buttons up my neck

attachments.
how a brown leaf falls away
as passerby.

i pull up such omens
and wrap them in linen
shove them in my pocket
such delicate things.

was the horse struck
across the back?
did we rotate arms?

unaffectionate children
grab my clothes, my braided
stomach
crafted to retain
these watermarks

and how did we know so soon?
did the bathtub overflow?
the sky’s result:

censored images
blur as i walk home.
everything spilling

a buckled throat,
eyelashes
wet with soap,
leather gloves in the cabinet.

MI SUEÑO/MY DREAM
 by Sarah Jones

It was the red blend we drank
at dinner in Springs before 
trespassing the Pollock estate.
 
Over a chain-link fence,
under big moonlight—
I hardly remember your words—
 
Only the even cadence of 
our feet in wet grass, and 
the small triangle of bay, 
 
full-mooned and rippled
like the steep staircase of El Castillo.
You stood like a stone monument 
 
with your perfectly sloped nose
and loosed hair, balancing 
my body against your side, 
 
guiding my heeled feet back
to your car. You said
you would not partner with me
 
even though the sound of crickets 
swayed between the sweat 
of our bodies when you pulled my hair
 
and pressed hard into me that night.
This might be all I have—
a dream I dream again. 
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Voodoo Flying Lesson
Susan Yount
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FUCKING HAPPINESS, MAN...
 by CL Bledsoe & Michael Gushue

This is what happens behind the postcards:
you, happy as soup in a can, understanding
nothing, The luggage crawled under our bed,
a wounded dog. And this one, of the world’s
largest yam, the twine unraveled from between
us and sitting in a shed outside of Duluth.
Behind that wagon is where I’ve hidden
the evidence, but I’ll sell you a ticket.
It’s a chance to win Driving Under the Influence.
Look at this one of colorful breakdown lanes:
a key caked with dirt, something flat, no longer
alive, a deflated bottle, trash to build into
that panorama we could take a picture of
and put on a postcard captioned, “Postcard.”
In a drawer somewhere, the agricultural
bulletin you coveted for the cleanness
of its boredom. Behind this cloverleaf,
its swollen civic hubris, so boring and desolate.
Our quote level sinks low in the barrel.
You can’t barely reach it, just the tips
of your fingers do. You, content
as autocorrect in a ream of traffic alerts, go on.

WHERE I HAD A CRADLE ONCE
 by Emelia Reuterfors

the salamander
grows another
lost leg

skin spills
sexprint of life before
from the belly

of slothful waters

quiet now. a leg
may take time
to wink out.

look: i made another
way to twitch. i made
a woman cry at loss

of lake, a home of hair.

sticky, soon
my brain will halve
into left,
right lagoon

i evolve into a spong.
i move quietly
through your body,

play little games
with your tail
stubby when sad.
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DEMOCRACY OF SWOLLEN THINGS
 by Abi Pollokoff

from the willow receiving / in doubt
the roots below / to mistake the branch
 / before the flower turns /
i have been elected / electric i have
been dealt a lectern / of hairshirts / /
something to tell you / i have /

been magnetized out of rushes / the / river /
a hectic husband / 

i honeycombed into /     two daisies / today,
blushing / a fluorescent toad, tubular / a
humbling tumble / ahem / ahem / i do not / 

mean to hide my laughter / here / a mile /
after the sinew pulled / a perfect must / i 
do not love you but / i

must taste your iris

MEN AND MOTHERHOOD
 (NOTE TO MY ADOLESCENCE)
  by Geraldine Fernandez

The world
is not flat
as your chest

it’s round
like mother’s
breasts

men
risk their necks
to explore.

Perhaps
every Eve
in your family tree
wears fire
as navel ring
and carries prophets in her belly

but you should know
you’ll never grow
into a volcano
or a whale-shark.
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AMNESTY
 by Abi Pollokoff

the lady was not 
offering and so they 
dissembled: sapphire- 
tongued growths 
stretching for 
aftermath & the lady 
steeps tea from 
lavender skeins to 
remember how to 
weep the skin. raw 
deaths of the dried 
stalks & pleasured 
barrows a falter a 
falter after the breaths 
cool. the afternets, 
exclaiming in their 
bounty, how personal 
the sky once you’ve 
slept under it. ask the 
lady ask her ask her 
how she takes her tea 

AGNOSIA
 by Olivia Grayson

Are you Jane, the party animal?
Jim, the affable misanthrope?  
Tom, the terror-crazed pedophobe? 

Is it Wednesday or 1980 when
the goal was to transport Pac-Man

around a maze on a mission to
eat 240 fiends?

The other day, Emily and I went to
see All or Nothing at the Everyman, 
 
“…you seem like a nice bloke,
you know? What can you...?
are we...?”
 
As we left the theatre, I passionately
kissed a stranger; his eyes fossilized. 

“Sorry,” I whispered, processing,  
“I have a kind of dysregulation.” 

 “Don’t go,” he pleaded, it’s Friday 
night and I’m all alone.

Just then, an elegant lady fell 
spectacularly horizontal, flat
on her face. 
 
The incident was high comedy, like
the exemplary slipping on a banana 
peel.

I laughed, and then she laughed,
plasma and effluvia oozing generously
from her indistinguishably beautiful
smokescreen. 
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I held her softly leaking skull, patting
her spinal column busy not sending
messages to her brain, until the ambulance
arrived. 
  
Later, she came to my house (how did she
know where I lived?) with a raspberry
cream biscuit laced in bitter chocolate.

 I didn’t recognize her — I wish
 I had, her face was a mess. 

PARTY OF TWO
 by Rob Parrish

She said we should have a party. He didn’t bother to speak up as to why she really 
wanted to have the party at his apartment. He didn’t need to remind her that she 
still lived with her parents.            

I don’t have much for seating, he said.

We have a couch. A couple chairs, too, she said.

It was the repeated use of we that made him retreat to the kitchen, a place where 
voices lost their sound, a place where he could find dishes to clean.    

Over running water, her voice slithered in behind him.

We could always go out and find another chair at a thrift store. Doll it up a bit. 
Then everyone would have a seat. It would be fun to do a project together.

He didn’t bother to ask how many people. Instead he grabbed a clean cup from the 
cupboard and rinsed it in the sink. Her arms were now around him. He filled the 
glass with water and took a big gulp.

The running water reminded her that they should mop the floor.

It might rain, he said, and looked out the kitchen window and stared at the blue 
dumpster sitting in the alley.

They purchased a chair three days before the party. It had seen better days. The 
original fabric had water damage, and horsehair protruded from the large rip 
down the middle of the cushion. 

It’s old like you, she joked.

It’s damaged like you, he replied.

They made other trips, too, where she decided on fabric and he picked the stain. 

You’ve done this before, she said.

I’m not sure which this you’re referring to, he retorted, as he unloaded the chair 
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from the car’s hatch. He left the fabric and stain in the trunk of the car.

Remember, you have three days, she hinted.

That’s a lifetime with you.

The chair was put in the closet next to the mop an hour after she left. They were a 
party of two.

Most people at the party stood. They were immersed in conversations he didn’t 
care about. He retreated to the kitchen to slug back whiskey and wash the appetizer 
platters. He tried washing his hands, too, of when he first met her.

Just like the idea of them, the intentions for the chair were good, but they had not 
thought things through. Much like them, the idea of fun was hurried, forced even. 
It didn’t matter if the chair was finished. People would still be standing out there. 
There would still be shuffling of feet and other useless noise. 

The hot water was turned all the way up and he was intentionally clumsy with the 
platters, but no matter how much noise he generated, it could not drown out the 
party, this miserable idea of fun going on in his apartment. 

He looked out the kitchen window at the dumpster in the alley. Amongst all the 
chatter in the living room, he heard her break into a giggle. It wasn’t her normal 
laugh and he wondered if what was said was actually funny, or if was just her 
being kind with a hint of drunk. 

Next to the blue dumpster imagined the just-purchased chair. Then she materialized 
and was seated on it. She was trying to say something. He stopped washing the 
platters and turned off the water. 

At that moment, he could not hear the party in the next room. He turned around 
to see the moving shadows outside the kitchen entrance, but sound of rain hitting 
the windowpane returned his attention to the dumpster. She and the chair were 
both gone. 

Soon, the mop would be alone again, and so would he. He took another slug from 
the bottle and put away the platters.

BARGAINS
 by MK Sukach

The books you’ve labeled 
bargains I cradle 
up from the basement 
to card tables 
where you display them 
by color and height 
spine up 
between a ceramic teapot 
and the Rodin...

             a porcelain Thinker 
whose fist is missing 
from his chin. 

                            Devoured, 
perhaps, oh, ages ago—
hence his pensive regret 
over being a right-hander.

The answer to the question 
everyone asks 
is obvious, 
                     really...
I mean, 
               I never fell in love 
the way I imagined, either. 
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The Heart of Man
Susan Yount
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THE SAND AND THE FORGOTTEN
 ON THIS SIDE OF THE BORDER
  by Sergio A. Ortiz

Fuck A Wall 
America should build a big mirror

Anonymous Protester

We hope the dead reconcile 
with the dead, so they may achieve 
a position among their peers.

May the student and the lady in a Stetson 
make the same mistakes.
And the victim cross the street
side by side with his eternal executioner
without recognizing him.
Shadows or ghosts, both shall pass.

On the sidelines, the feast of the living 
is still happening. Listen to the slight music 
of the mountains of exile in silence
and don’t look back.

This, and not another, is our story:
The time contemplated in the fissures of the sand,
The slow ripening of deserts without limit.

UNCERTAIN SONNET
 by Cali Kopczick

You an electron haze, but no,
positive. Me wanting to be, I thought,
a center, a gravitational home,
but no. You a purr from Schrodinger’s box.

You not interested in science so much
as the writing you picked up by osmosis,
the fusion of city and sneaker; the litmus
of dirt on converse, smile on stranger on dosage

of espresso and club soda; me never less bubbly,
you never less focused. Still you open
your smile for anyone, your backpack for me,
your heart for the haze of a million beelike notions,

your heart a hive,
my heart a microscope trained on springtime.
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RED SCARE
 by Cali Kopczick

you carry your teeth around  like rows of rotting grenades
  which bite  will be the pulled   pin, which nerve  the selfless jumper
saving no one?   a month from now you could be whistling
through an absence,  you could have  health insurance,
you could have something   spilling into your veins
  even now  you plumb the depths   with your tongue,
make a sucking  sound,  chew gum
you cut yourself on edges that shouldn’t be there  your food has places to hide
that shouldn’t exist   that tongue that you run again to the depths
makes sounds it shouldn’t be able to  you carry a plot under your words
that isn’t yours  places  tucked into you that you cannot  afford to find, cannot afford
to board up  or bring back into the fold  of friendly anatomy
     have a last meal,  have a little faith
have you been waking up in the middle of the night   your whole skull aching
  with its own dust its own grind its own implosion? not yours,  
you tell yourself,  none of it yours   and you become the foxhole
  and you become the crater     and you swallow yourself

The	Forgotton	Face	in	the	Crowd	5	 
     Allen Forrest
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